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A Combinatorial Proof of a Refinement of the Andrews-Oisson 
Partition Identity 
CHRISTINE BESSENRODT 
Andrews and Olsson [2] have recently proved a general partition identity a special case of 
which provides further evidence for the Mullineux conjecture. Here we present a purely 
combinatorial proof of this identity by constructing an explicit bijection between the sets of 
partitions under consideration, which also leads to a refinement of the Andrews-Olsson 
theorem. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a recent paper [2], Andrews and Olsson proved a general theorem on partitions 
with difference conditions. A special case of this supplied further evidence for the 
Mullineux conjecture in the representation theory of the symmetric groups (see [3], 
[4]), by showing that the Mullineux map on p-regular partitions has the right number 
of fixed points. 
It is the aim of this note to provide a purely combinatorial proof of the 
Andrews-Olsson result, presenting an explicit bijection on the sets of partitions in 
question. In fact, our correspondence is even finer, so that we obtain more precise 
partition identities than in [2]. 
2. THE ANDREWS-OLSSON PARTITION IDENTITY AND ITS REFINEMENT 
Let us first set up the notations. We fix an integer Nand a set A= {a1, •.. , a,} with 
l:s;a1 <a2 <···<a,<N. Then, for any neN, we define P1(A;N,n) as the set of 
partitions of n into distinct parts, each of which is congruent to some a; modulo N, and 
P2(A; N, n) as the set of partitions of n subject to the following conditions: each part is 
congruent to 0 or some a; modulo N; only parts divisible by N may be repeated; the 
smallest part is smaller than N; and the difference between successive parts is at most N 
and strictly less than N if either part is divisible by N. Furthermore, we set 
P(A; N, n) = P1(A; N, n) n P2(A; N, n), and fori= 1 or 2 we denote by p;(A; N, n) the 
number of partitions of type P;. With this notation we can now recall the main result 
from [2]: 
THEOREM 2.1. For any n E N we have 
Pt(A; N, n) = P2(A; N, n). 
The correspondence between the partitions of type P1 resp. P2 that we are about to 
present will even preserve the sequence of non-zero congruences modulo N of a 
partition. To a given P;-partition 1r we will associate a pair of a P-partition together 
with an 'ordinary' partition which uniquely determines Jr. 
The Associated Pair of a P1-partition. Given a partition 1r = (1r1 , •.• , 1r,) E 
P1(A; N, n), where 1r1 < 1r2 < · · · < 1r, there is a unique partition p = (p1, ••. , p,) E 
P(A;N,m), p 1 <p2 <···<p,, for a suitable m and a (unique) partition A= 
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O•t>· .. ,A1) of (n-m)/N with O~A.1 ~A.2 ~···~A., such that n=p+N·A., i.e. 
Jr; = p; + N ·A; for 1 ~ i ~ t. We call p the associated P-partition for n, resp. (p, A.) the 
associated pair for Jr. 
Conversely, given m < n with n - m divisible by N, a partition p = (p1 < · · · < p,) 
E P(A; N, m) and any partition A.= (A.1 , ••• , A.,) of (n- m )IN with 0 ~ A.1 ~ • • ·~A., 
(i.e. with at most t parts), there is a P1(A; N, n )-partition 1r with associated pair (p, A.) 
given by 1r = p + N · A.. 
Hence the number p 1 (p; N, n) of partitions 1r E P1 (A; N, n) with associated P-
partition p = (p 1 , ••• , p,) equals the number p(~ t parts, (n- m)/N) of partitions of 
(n- m)/N with at most t parts. 
The Associated Pair of a P2-partition. Given a partition 1r = (n11 ••• , ns) E 
P2(A; N, n), n 1 ~ n 2 ~ • • • ~ 1fs, let n' = (n{, ... , n;) be the Prpartition obtained 
from 1r by deleting all parts divisible by N. Then the associated P(A; N, m )-partition 
p = (p 11 ••• , p1) for 1r is the partition associated to the P1-partition n', as in the 
previous section. Because of the subtle distribution of parts divisible by N in 1r 
according to the P2-condition, it is more complicated to count the P2(A; N, n )-
partitions for a given partition p E P(A; N, m). To overcome this difficulty we are 
going to define a partition A. of (n - m )IN, written in the form A.= (1 At, 2A2 , ••• , tA'), 
that will allow us to go from 1r to p and back in a more regular fashion, and that will 
correspond to the partition A. in the P1-case. 
Since p = (p 11 ••• , p,) is the P-partition associated with Jr, we can write 1r in the 
form: 
1r = (PI> P2, · · · , Pro' Ntt, 
Pro+l + e1N, ... , Prt + e1N, (2N)12, 
Prt+l + £2N, · · · 
Pr,-2+1 + Ee-lN, • • · ' Pr,_t + Ee-lN, (eN)1'), 
where re-l = t, 0 ~ £; ~ £;+1 ~ £; + 1 ~ i + 1 and l; ~ 0 for all i, and we set £ 0 = 0 and 
r; = 0 = E; for all i ~e. Then the partition A. = (1 At, 2A2 , ••• , tA') is given by the following 
formula: 
i 
A;= l;- (e;- £;-I)+ 2: (ei- ei-1) (*) 
J=l 
for 1 ~i ~ t. 
For a better understanding of this formula, here is a combinatorial interpretation 
which also serves to show that 1r is determined by p and A.. The partition p can be 
obtained from 1r by successively removing L-shaped hooks of N's, resp. rows of N's, 
from theN-modular Young diagram (or Ferrer's graph) of 1r in such a way that after 
each removal we again obtain a P2-partition. Recall that the N-modular Young 
diagram for 1r is given by representing each part s of 1r by a row of N's and the least 
positive residue of s modulo N at the end, and starting with the largest part of 1r in the 
top row. 
One can organize the procedure of removing rows and special 'L'-hooks of N's in the 
following way. In step 1 we remove as many rows 'N' as possible, i.e. either 11 or [1 -1 
such rows depending on whether e 1 is 0 or 1. Then for any i ~ t we remove in step i first 
as many rows 'iN' as possible, corresponding to the term l;- (e;- £;_ 1) (resp. l; if i =e) 
in formula (*), so either l; or l;- 1 such rows. Then we also remove 'L'-hooks of 
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N's of length i if there are any. This case occurs only if j + (t -lj-1) = i and 
ei- ei_1 = 1 for some j < i; the removal of the 'L'-hook corresponding to this j means 
that we delete one row 'jN' and we delete one N in the first column of the t -lj- 1 rows 
above this row, corresponding to parts not divisible by N (of course, for j = 1 the hook 
degenerates). In other words, we delete one part jN from the partition and subtract N 
from the t -lj-1 parts greater than jN and not divisible by N. This is always admissible 
in the sense that after each deletion we still have a P2-partition. 
Thus, starting from i = 1 and working our way up, step 1 to step t produce a sequence 
of P2-partitions 1r = ;r0 , ;r1, ••• , n 1, where no term of ;rt is divisible by N, since by the 
P2-condition all rows and 'L'-hooks (as described above) of N's in 1r are of length ,;;;, t. 
Hence ;rt is also a Prpartition, and by construction ;rt = p. 
It is easy to reverse this algorithm to obtain for a given A = (1 '-t, 2'-2 , ••• , t'"•) the 
P2-partition 1r with associated P-partition p and partition A. Starting this time from 
i = t, i.e. ;rt = p, one inserts A; rows of iN into ;r; if possible; otherwise one first inserts 
as many 'L'-hooks of N's of length i into ;r; as necessary (always at the highest 
possible-and admissible-place), and then rows of iN until the number of rows and 
hooks together is A;. By the P2-condition the insertion of hooks is always possible, and 
is then determined by the requirement that they are to be inserted at the highest 
possible place. 
Thus the number p 2(p; N, n) of Prpartitions of n with associated partition 
p = (Pv ... , Pt) E P(A; N, m) equals the number p(parts ,;;;, t, (n - m )IN) of parti-
tions of (n - m )IN, where all parts are ,;;;, t, and hence (by conjugating the partitions) it 
equals the number p(,;;;, t parts, (n- m)/N) of partitions of (n- m)/N with at most t 
parts. 
Before we demonstrate the procedure for Prpartitions with an example, we 
summarize the consequences of the correspondence described above for the refinement 
of the Andrews-Olsson partition identities. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let n E ~. m < n with n - m = N · c, c E ~0• Then for any partition 
p = (p1 , •.. , Pt) E P(A; N, m) we have for the numbers of Pr resp. P2-partitions with 
associated P-partition p: 
p 1(p; N, n) = p(,;;;, t parts, c)= p(parts,;;;, t, c)= Pz(p; N, n) 
and an explicit bijection between the corresponding sets of partitions is given by the maps 
described above. 
Since any partition of type P1 or P2 has a unique associated P-partition p, we 
immediately deduce from this the Andrews-Olsson partition identity given in 
Theorem 2.1. 
3. AN EXAMPLE 
We will now illustrate formula (*) and the algorithmic idea behind it by going 
through an example in detail. 
TakeN= 7, A= {1, 2, 5} and n = 270, and let 
1r = (1, 72, 9, 15, 213, 23, 26, 282, 30, 33) E P2(A; N, n) 
be the partition to be treated. 
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First we determine the associated P-partition by writing down the P-partition with 
the same A -congruence sequence modulo 7. 
p = (1, 2, 8, 9, 12, 16, 19) E P(A; N, m), 
sot= 7 and m = 67. To read off the parameters l;, £;and r; appearing in formula (*), 
we write n in the following way: 
jf = (1, 72, 2 + 7, 8 + 7, 213, 9 + 2. 7, 12 + 2. 7, 282, 16 + 2. 7, 19 + 2. 7). 
Hence we obtain: 
I; £; r; 
0 0 1 
1 2 1 2 
2 0 2 3 
3 3 2 5 
4 2 2 7 
5 0 0 0 
6 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 
From this we easily compute the multiplicities A; occurring in A, using formula(*): 
il1234567 
A;1022002 
Therefore n is determined by p and the partition 
of (n- m)/N = 29. 
The combinatorial algorithm corresponding to formula (*) applies to n as follows. 
First we write down the N-modular Young diagram for n. In our case n = n° is 
represented by 
7 7 7 7 5 
7 7 7 7 2 
7 7 7 7 
7 7 7 7 
7 7 7 5 
7 7 7 2 
7 7 7 
7 7 7 
7 7 7 
7 7 1 
7 2 
7 
7 
1 
Thus A1 = 1, since we can just remove one row '7' to leave a P2-partition. As there is no 
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'7 7' row and also no 'L'-hook of length 2, we have A.2 = 0 and n 1 = n 2 , represented by 
7 7 7 7 5 
7 7 7 7 2 
7 7 7 7 
7 7 7 7 
7 7 7 5 
7 7 7 2 
7 7 7 
7 7 7 
7 7 7 
7 7 1 
7 2 
7 
1 
Next we can remove two '7 7 7' rows, but there is no hook of length 3 to be removed, 
so A-3 = 2 and n 3 is 
7 7 7 7 5 
7 7 7 7 2 
7 7 7 7 
7 7 7 7 
7 7 7 5 
7 7 7 2 
7 7 7 
7 7 1 
7 2 
7 
1 
In step 4, we remove both '7 7 7 7' rows, and again there is no extra hook, so A.4 = 2 
and n 4 is 
7 7 7 7 5 
7 7 7 7 2 
7 7 7 5 
7 7 7 2 
7 7 7 
7 7 1 
7 2 
7 
1 
There is neither a row nor an admissible hook of N's of length 5, nor one of length 6, 
so A.5 = A.6 = 0 and n 4 = n 5 = n 6 . In step 7, there is no row of length 7, but this time 
there are admissible hooks of length 7 for j = 3 and j = 1, the one for j = 3 being 
indicated above in bold type. Removing this gives 
7 7 7 5 
7 7 7 2 
7 7 5 
7 7 2 
7 7 1 
7 2 
7 
1 
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where now the hook of length 7 for j = 1 has been indicated. Removing this finally 
gives ;r7 = p, and A.7 = 2. 
Reading this procedure backwards shows how to obtain the P2-partition ;r from p 
and A.. 
4. REMARKS 
In Section 4 of their paper, Andrews and Olsson relate the partitions in P2(A; N, n) 
for special sets A to partitions of n with 'big' differences and congruences modulo N in 
the set A' of positive sums of elements in A (see [2] for the precise definition). The 
correspondence is essentially conjugation of theN-modular Young diagram. Thus the 
partitions of this type can be treated by a procedure analogous to the one presented 
above, by removing 'r'-shaped hooks instead of 'L'-hooks of N's. 
We want to discuss one special case in detail. Take 1:,;;; a< b, N =a+ b and 
A = {a, b}. Define P3(A; N, n) as the set of partitions of n into parts congruent to a, b 
or 0 modulo N, that differ by at least N, and where the difference between multiples of 
N is at least 2N. Let p 3(A; N, n) be the number of partitions of type P3 • In this case, it 
is easy to see that conjugating theN-modular diagram of a P2(A; N, n)-partition (and 
adding a+ b = N at the appropriate places) gives the N-modular diagram of a 
P3(A; N, n )-partition, and that this map is a bijection. Thus: 
Pt(A; N, n) = Pz(A; N, n) = p3(A; N, n), 
and by the remarks above and the results of the previous sections we have an explicit 
combinatorial correspondence between the partitions in question. In particular, we 
have a bijection 
P1(A;N, n)~P3(A;N, n), 
which is just conjugation of the N-modular Young diagram on P(A; N, n) = 
P1(A; N, n) n P2(A; N, n). 
For the special values a = 1, b = 2 and so N =a + b = 3, the identity p 1(A; N, n) = 
p 3(A; N, n) is a theorem of Schur from 1926, for which Bressoud gave a combinatorial 
proof in 1980 (see [1, Ch. 6]). The example given in [1] already shows that our 
bijection does not specialize to Bressoud's bijection. Since ;r = (13, 10, 8, 7, 4, 2, 1) is a 
partition of type P, we just have to conjugate its 3-modular Young diagram and obtain 
(18, 13, 9, 4, 1) as the corresponding P3-partition, whereas Bressoud maps ;r to 
(21, 12, 7, 4, 1). 
Furthermore, we remark that the bijections given above preserve the 'weight' of a 
partition, which is determined by the difference between the number of parts 
congruent to a modulo N and the number of parts congruent to b modulo N of a given 
partition. 
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